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Count The Animals - Fun And Education For Everyone
Make the perfect gift for kids who loves Animals ! Enjoy
this Count The Animals Book Gift for Everyone who
wants to learn more about animals and counting. Click
the cover to reveal what's inside! About this book: Hours
of activity for your Child High quality pages with different
levels of difficulty Printed on high quality solid white
paper Designs appropriate for all beginners ages Large
8.5 x 11 Pages Put a SMILE on your kids face! Scroll up
and BUY NOW!
Counting Books For Preschoolers Are you able to count
them all? Inside this book: 41 pages seaside and
underwater animals lots of fun part of the 'Count the
Animals' series Makes a great gift for kids learning to
count!
Interactive books help your children develop the habit of
reading and learning new things. These books help your
children to engage and capture their interestBuilding a
working memory: Having a good working memory helps
children perform new tasks and learn them. Muscle-like
memory: we need to strengthen it by repeating and
practicing regularly, as your child searches for different
creatures and creatures. This book lists great fun for
children after the animals and discover some of their
features such as animals that give birth or crawl to other
puzzles useful for children, and illustrations are very fun
in the characters of interesting animals.Your child will
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build his working memory by remembering the smart list
of items he needs.It teaches children about visual
discrimination. The ability to recognize visual details in
the image later helps children distinguish shapes, which
is an essential reading skill.The temptation of reluctant
readers, with simple text and an engaging element of the
game, is a fun way to persuade reluctant readers or
those who struggle to spend some fun time appearing
with numbers and animals, learning and enjoying at the
same time.It is the perfect gift for any holidayScroll up
now and click "Buy" to get started right away
Learning Fun Book For Kids Under 10.00!!! A perfect
book for little learners. apply numbers to objects and
they'll be having so much fun they won't even know
they're learning! count the cats,count the bees, count the
farm animals,count flting animals and more.... They'll
develop counting, searching and observational skills, and
they'll be having so much fun they won't even know
they're learning! 8.25 x 8.25 square softcover paperback
FUN Reading numbers for Beginner Readers and Boys
and Girls (2-5 year olds) Tap on the Author For more fun
book for kids.
Join the fun with your little ones and reinforce their
counting skills with this animal picture puzzle book. The
bold and bright illustrations will keep your child
entertained, and the written prompts will encourage them
to count! This counting book provide a fun and
interactive way for your little one to understand numbers,
and it's also a great way to develop their observational
skills. There are 19 fun scenes with different animals to
count in this book with animals such as elephants,
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dolphins, pandas, foxes, dogs and much much more!
If you're looking for a fun guessing book to help your little
boy or girl counting from 1 to 10, look no further! This fun
coloring book contains cute color drawings of various
animals. It's 8.5" x 8.5" inches in size, and perfect to help
your small child learn counting. Can your baby count all
the crocodiles? The dogs? The cats? How many animals
have a book? How many animals are in gray? Etc... 8.5"
x 8.5" inches size 42 Pages with color images Great gift
for preschoolers, young children. Sturdy matte cover for
long lasting Professionally bound, no loose pages High
quality, acid-free, white pages Get a copy for your
precious child, or for someone else who also has a little
one that would also love to learn counting cute animals!
Check our other entertaining books via our author profile
link below the title, or follow us on Facebook (the link to
our page is on the back cover). Hope to see you there
soon!
Can you count all the animals? Are there more bees or
ladybirds? You'll soon discover in this fun game, Count
the Animals! There are several types of puzzles in the
book; some focus on counting a particular animal A
perfect book for little learners. They'll develop
observational skills, apply numbers to objects and they'll
be having so much fun they won't even know they're
learning! Size 6x9 Pages 24
??Don't wait. Order your copy today and make your child
smile. Use as a present for Birthdays, Christmas
Holidays, Easter. Your basket is incomplete without this
Kids book.?? Can you count all the animals that have
beaks? Are there more bees or ladybirds and every one
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animals? You'll soon discover during this fun game,
Count the Animals! There are several sorts of puzzles
within the book; some specialize in counting a specific
animal, some on a standard attribute (i.e. all the animals
with tails), while a variety of puzzles ask you to count two
sets of animals to ascertain which outnumbers the
opposite. A perfect book for small learners. They'll
develop observational skills, apply numbers to things and
they'll be having such a lot of fun they will not even know
they're learning! Specifications: High-quality pictures and
interior Learning and playing in one Great time for
children Great as a gift Learning activities
Dimensions:8.5" x 8.5" Pages:42

A Fun Picture Counting Game Book for Kids Ages
2-5 Year Old's | Animals Theme Can you find and
count all the frogs? How about those dolphins? A fun
"Count the Animals!" book for your kids to help them
learn about numbers and animals! Book Description
Fun game to keep your child entertained let them
learn about numbers and animals 40 pages 8.25" by
8.25"
I Can Count The Animals! Educational game for
kids. A lot of animals to counting. Ideal for learning
count from 1 to 10! Can you count dogs or cats? Can
you tell how many ladybugs there are? Can you tell if
there are more bees or butterflies? Count the
animals and then check the next page for the correct
answer. The ideal book for kids. Develops
imagination and teaches observation. Your kids will
have fun while learning. Combine the pleasant with
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the useful. About book: 42 pages 8.25 x 8.25 inches
Matte cover A lot of animals to count Perfect for kids
Simply click the BUY NOW button to get a copy!
Your child will learn more effectively with our new
counting book. This book contains colorful puzzles
with animals for children. Each puzzle page is about
different animals to spot and a solution is on the next
page. Remember numbers from 1 to 10 and learn
how animals look. This book will help in the proper
development of children aged 2 to 5 years. A perfect
book for little learners. Buy this custom designed
Book for your kids today Specifications: Cover
Finish: Glossy Dimensions: 8.25" x 8.25" (209,5mm
x 209,5mm) Interior: 40 color pages with puzzles
(page whit solutions) Pages: 40
Counting Books For Kindergarten . Fun Colorful
Puzzles For Kids Aged 2-5 .Start having fun counting
animals.Count all animals of different species?
Insects. Water mammals, domestic animals and wild
animals. You'll discover them soon in this fun Count
the Animals game! There are several types of
animals in the book; The book contains colorful
animals that little ones love so much. The perfect
book for little learners. They'll develop observation
skills, apply numbers to subjects, and have so much
fun they won't even know they're learning!Magic
books for children. About book. . 40 pages . cover
mate .. the perfect book for children.
Can You Count The Animals - Counting Books For
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Preschoolers This fun picture puzzle book for
children is perfect for little ones that are just starting
to count. Beginning with several easy puzzles
(counting up to 3) so that the child gains confidence,
then progressing with slightly higher numbers up to
10. There's also several picture puzzles for
developing observational skills (such as does this
picture have more boys or girls?) Learning to count
becomes so much fun! What They'll Love: 8.5" x 8.5"
Paperback 40 Bright Colorful Pages 19 Picture
Puzzles for Maximum Fun Children Will Love the
Cute Animal Characters Ideal for 2-5 Year Olds Take
a Look Inside!
Can you count all the animals? Are there more bees
or ladybirds? You'll soon discover in this fun game,
Count the Animals! There are several types of
puzzles in the book; some focus on counting a
particular animal A perfect book for little learners.
They'll develop observational skills, apply numbers
to objects and they'll be having so much fun they
won't even know they're learning!
NEW!! (August 2020) A fun animal picture counting
book for kids ages 2 to 5 years old that consist of
three types of activities. Questioning and answering:
learn to count numbers through pictures of animals
(either on a particular animal or multiple animals),
answers can be found at the back of the page.
Coloring of numbers: learn to recognise numbers
while having fun coloring and counting it. Tracing of
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numbers from 1 to 9. This book allows little learners
to improve on their numeracy, creative, visual spatial
and fine motor skills. Product Description: Size: 8.25"
x 8.25" (Perfect size to bring with you anywhere you
go) Pages: 41 Objective: To keep the little ones
entertained and learn
Let's Count the Animals! Can you count the different
animals? You'll soon discover in this fun game,
Count the Animals! There are different animals
mixed together. Learn the beginning concept of A
perfect book for little learners. They'll develop
observational skills, apply numbers distinguishing
between different animals. Your little one will have
so much fun they won't even know they're learning!
Book size is 8.5 x 8.5 Order your child's copy today!
Welcome to our Counting World! Become the MASTER
OF COUNTING! This book contains colorful puzzles with
animals and other things for children so they can
remember and learn how the things look. This book will
help in the proper development of children aged 2 to 5
years. You'll soon discover in this fun game, Count the
Animals! A perfect book for little learners. They'll develop
observational skills, apply numbers to objects and they'll
be having so much fun they won't even know they're
learning! Perfect Gift for Christmas! Make Your Child
happier! GET YOURS TODAY!
New Improved Children's Educational Book Series From
Daniel's & Paula Publishing ? ? ? Count The Animals! ? ?
? Which animals live on Land? Which Water? Which
ones in the Air? You'll soon discover in this fun game,
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Count The Animals! There's a whopping 18 picture
packed puzzles in this book The book consists of 3 parts:
Land animals Water animals Flying animals The whole
fun is guessing which animals belong to a given
group!,Choose the right animals and check the answer
on the next page.Funny animations placed in the book
they will certainly make your child's learning much more
enjoyable. This beautiful book in a glossy cover will work
well as a combination of learning and fun for children
aged 2-5 It will also be a great gift idea for both boys and
girls. Use the ,,Look Inside'' option to check what we
have prepared for your child with a view to education and
fun Start an educational adventure with animals today
Wish Have fun Daniel's & Paula Publishing
Count The Animals Books NEW AND IMPROVED! - This
one has a Cute Wildlife Animals theme and is full of
color!...perfect for learning your count the aminal puzzle
book! If you are looking for an interactive Counting
practice book for kids ages 2-5 year olds then this fun
activity book. They can start with little eye things to spot
or eye Count the Animals toddler. A perfect book for little
hands with toddler learners. They'll develop
observational skills, learn to assign counting numbers to
objects, and they'll be having so much fun they won't
even know they're learning! Features: * Large 8 1/2 x 8
1/2 inch pages * Printed on high-quality, pure white
paper * Printed double-side for bleed through * Simple
yet cute color designs for kids * Durable glossy cover *
Makes a great every celebration gift! * learning Number
The Animal Books are just preschool starting to hours of
fun.
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Learning to count just got a lot more fun. With wild
animals on every page, the child will progress through
the numbers starting at one and ending at 10. Working at
their own pace, the child will enjoy the book with coloring
the wild animals and learning to count. There are plenty
of animals for the child to color using their own choice of
colors, along with other pictures that encourage them to
color the animals in certain colors. A fun learning activity.
A perfect book for little learners. apply numbers to
objects and they'll be having so much fun they won't
even know they're learning! Farm animals
forest,animals,sea and more ... 8.25 x 8.25 square
softcover paperback FUN Reading numbers for Beginner
Readers and Boys and Girls (2-5 year olds) You can see
some examples behind the cover .
Counting book is created for the youngest.COUNT THE
SEA ANIMALS Colorful game based on guessing the
number of photos of animals living in the ocean for
children aged 2-5 years. Can you find and count them?
Count the number of ocean animals in the book about
ocean animals for your children to help them find out
how many sea creatures there are. Teach your child to
count in the form of fun, and learning will be a pleasure.
A perfect book for small students. Develop counting
skills, learn to count sea animals will have fun without
even knowing they are learning!
Count the Animals!A Fun Picture Puzzle Book for 2-5
Year Olds
Can your child count them all?Filled with many different
types of questions to broaden those little minds, like:
Count the animals?Your little one is going to develop
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really important skills of counting, searching, finding and
observation. He/she will get to learn different types of
Animals Day Objects will learn common colors and will
learn how to apply numbers to objects!It's the perfect
book for developing those little but clever minds
How many times have you been looking for the perfect
book for your child? You want - your child learns faster
You need - an excellent educational experience for your
small kid Do you want - good quality books and
wonderful animals contained in this book You get everything you want, need and desire thanks to Count
the animals from cards2create And Spy Animals is a
great alternative to ordinary and boring children's books
Count and Find the animals, then turn the page and
check if you counted correctly! Why do parents choose
Count the animals from cards2create for their
preschooler? *The book contains numbers from 1 to 10
*The book has 39 pages *Your toddler learns faster and
more efficiently thanks to the Count the Animals
interactive book *Book size 8.25 "by 8.25" *Book
adapted for boys and girls from 2-5 years old *Funny
game that will entertain your child on boring days
*Colored pages with rare animals that will be great to
learn You'll never want to go back to other active
counting games! Our books and excellent quality make
our products an ideal, but not an expensive gift! Don't
hesitate, buy now and help your little baby learning first
numbers!
Can you count the sea animals with fins? Are there more
sharks or dolphins? You'll soon discover in this fun
game, Count the Sea Animals! There are several types
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of puzzles in the book; some focus on counting a
particular creature, some on a common attribute (i.e. all
the fish with spots), while a number of puzzles ask you to
count two sets of sea creatures to see which outnumbers
the other.A perfect book for little learners. They'll develop
observational skills, apply numbers to objects and they'll
be having so much fun they won't even know they're
learning!
A fun game for kids. Look for the indicated animal and
then count how many there are. Can you count the Ants?
Can you count the Cats? Discover this fun game with
your child!
Can you count all the animals? Are there more bees or
ladybirds? You'll soon discover in this fun game, Count
the Animals! There are several types of puzzles in the
book; some focus on counting a particular animal A
perfect book for little learners. They'll develop
observational skills, apply numbers to objects and they'll
be having so much fun they won't even know they're
learning! Size 8.5x11 Pages 24
Can you count all of the dinosaurs with horns? Are there
more red or green Animals?You'll soon discover in this
fun game, Count the Animals!There's a whopping 24
picture packed puzzles in this book; some focus on
counting a particular attribute (i.e. all the Animals with
spots), while a number of puzzles ask you to count two
sets of different colored Animals to work out which
outnumbers the other.A perfect book for little learners.
They'll develop observational skills, apply numbers to
objects and they'll be having so much fun they won't
even know they're learning!
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Give your toddler a fun way to learn practicing to count
up to the number ten by the amount of animals on a
page. The second fun way is to count with their fingers.
Thirdly discover the names of the animals and finally
finish off by counting from 1 to 10. The first child's
teacher is the parents and you can introduce numbers to
your child when they are as young as 12 to 18 months
old. With this book in a fun environment as your home,
outdoor or anywhere you and your child feel comfortable
and relaxed is the perfect time for them to start learning
to count. Also apart from learning to count from one to
ten the animal names are included with pictures of all the
animals. You and your child will find inside this book: 48
pages of fun-filled counting activities. Start with 20 pages
of counting the amount of animals. Be it how many cats
are there? The answer from one to ten is on the next
page. Next activity is 10 pages of practicing to count with
your fingers starting by using one finger. Each page has
the same number as the amount of fingers included.
Third activity is 13 pages of each individual animal from
the first activity all with their animal names and pictures
of them. The last activity on 1 page is counting from 1 to
10. Large 8.5" x 11" format. Ages for 2-5 year olds.
Provide your young one hours of fun while learning to
count and recognize animals. You can start this fun
activity with your little one by ordering this Learn
Counting For Kids book with animals now.
Count The Animals for Kids is a fun picture puzzle book
for 2-6 years old. Counting Animals And Learn Numbers
1-10. Description : Fun game to keep your child
entertained. Size: 8.5" x 8.5" Interior: Colourful pages
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Cover: Soft Glossy Cover Gift for Kids, Toddler,
Kindergarten, Children, Preschoolers Made in USA Click
"Buy Now" immediately!
Can you count all the animals that have beaks? Are
there more bees or ladybirds? You'll soon discover in
this fun game, Count the Animals! There are several
types of puzzles in the book; some focus on counting a
particular animal, some on a common attribute (i.e. all
the animals with tails), while a number of puzzles ask
you to count two sets of animals to see which
outnumbers the other. A perfect book for little learners.
They'll develop observational skills, apply numbers to
objects and they'll be having so much fun they won't
even know they're learning!
Young children will love this fun counting book. Each page
focuses on a different animal and all you need to do is count
how many of those animals there are. This book is full of
colourful and fun pictures. As well as being lots of fun, did you
know teaching children to count is involves more than just
helping them learn the numbers one to ten, it helps them
learn the meaning of numbers. Your child will love reading
this book time and time again. Repetition gives the practice
that children need to master a new skill. It increases
confidence and strengthens the connections in the brain that
help children learn.
Count The Animals is a perfect book for little learners. It has
many exercises which requires counting a particular animal, it
develops observational skills, helps to get to know new words
and improve counting Inside The Book You Will Find: 39
pages Many counting exercises & a lot of fun Perfect gift for
birthday, christmas and any other occasion! Get your copy
today!
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Welcome to our counting World! Become the MASTER OF
COUNTING! This book contains colorful puzzles with animals
and other things for children so they can remember and learn
how the things look. This book will help in the proper
development of children aged 2 to 5 years. You'll soon
discover in this fun game, Count the Animals! A perfect book
for little learners. They'll develop observational skills, apply
numbers to objects and they'll be having so much fun they
won't even know they're learning! Perfect Gift for Christmas!
Make Your Child happier! GET YOURS TODAY!
SPECYFICATION: Dimension: 8.2 x 8.2'' Cover Finish: Matte
Interior: HQ Color Puzzles Pages: 34
Get hours of fun counting animals activities for your babies,
Counting Book Cute Animals, Simple pictures a lot of Cute
Animals to establish the basics and provide further
challenges. They'll develop observational skills, apply
numbers to objects and they'll be having so much fun they
won't even know they're learning!. Allows babies to feel
successful when learning by doing. Fun for toddler and
babies. A perfect book for little learners. A perfect first
numbers book!. Must-Have Counting Books High-quality
cover for a professional finish. Perfect gift for little
grandchildren or other kids. The pictures are fairly simple and
there are so many ways to change up the activity to add
interest and keep those little hands and minds busy. Perfect
size at 8.5 x 11 in / 21.59 x 27.94 cm of practice paper Larger
than most. Little boys and girls love our Counting on the farm
activity book.
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